2 Massive Mistakes
you must avoid when
researching your
vacation online..
AND WHAT TO DO INSTEAD SO YOU DON'T
WASTE YOUR TIME.

MISTAKE TO AVOID

number 1

Taking hotel reviews out of context.
HERE'S A SCENARIO WE
SEE ALL TOO OFTEN:
You decide you need a winter break
in St. Lucia! Sunshine, warmth, a
gorgeous pool with bar service
overlooking the beach- sounds lovely,
right!?
So you think, let's pop on the internet
and search, “Best Adult only Hotels
St. Lucia” or “Best places to stay in
St. Lucia” and then you start reading
ALL the review websites and blog
posts. After two nights and lunch
breaks of reading, you believe you’ve
landed on a property that you two
would really enjoy - it sounds perfect!
But is it really?

SUGAR BEACH, ST. LUCIA

Here's what we DON'T know about most online reviews....
What month did they travel and what expectations did they have about the weather before
the trip? St. Lucia has a wet and dry season that could be factored into how a trip went!
Your favorite hotel chain may be a Hyatt but you don't know the reviewers! One person
may love staying at a Park Hyatt and think it's epitome of what they need in a hotel, while
others think a Hyatt Place is the bees knees. General phrases like "best hotel" leave no way
for a reader to discern if the hotel is actually a great fit for them.
On the other hand, you may see some terrible reviews for a resort that would be your
perfect fit! Usually we don't have the full picture of why a low star review is given. Was it
because the beach was far of a walk for that couple? Or maybe because the room required
multiple sets of stairs up the side of a mountain? One person may see this as a con while you
may prefer a room set high overlooking the water from afar and appreciate the privacy that
location provides you.
Who actually authored the review (and for what purpose)? Unfortunately, there are
hundreds of fake reviews written every day - both positive and negative for many reasons
like business competition and faulty advertising. Did you know there are even companies
that make money solely through writing fake business reviews? It's hard to know which
reviews to trust
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1
WHAT TO DO INSTEAD

Be extra picky about which reviews you trust.
You read reviews, blog posts, scour Pinterest, and can easily
spend HOURS researching your next vacation. We’re fortunate
to have "the world at our fingertips" but before we jump into
Google you need to:
Research common weather patterns in the destination you're going. As travel pros, we're
familiar with the common 'seasons' of destinations we work with. St. Lucia (and most of the
Caribbean) has a rainy season and if you're reading reviews outlining tons of rain - investigate
when they went and plan accordingly to your expectations.
Travel is so personal; we each have an idea in our head about what luxury is, what it’s not, what a
vacation is, what it’s not. When reading reviews, do your best to discern the prospective of the
author so you're comparing apples to apples. We work with each client to determine their
vacation expectations and goals so we can match them to their perfect accommodations - and
that will look different for every person (Expedia can't ask questions and get to know your
preferences).
Because everyone has different desires for their vacation - instead of reading reviews that may
be negative, start with your list of positives, or 'must-haves' and search within those categories.
You'll save yourself a lot of time filtering out the bad reviews that just won't pertain to your trip
needs.
Look for reviews that give great detail like dates or their hometown. Find influencers who you
may be able to identify travel styles with; they tend to be more descriptive allowing you to get a
better idea of what they typically like.
Hawaii
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MISTAKE TO AVOID

number 2

Searching based on price.
HERE'S A SCENARIO WE HEAR FROM
OFTEN:

PAROS, GREECE

Have you ever searched, “Resorts for couples
in January under $4000” or “Vacations for
under $4000” ...you were frustrated, weren't
you? After looking around, you clicked “X” on
all of the tabs and said you’d deal with it
later. Understandable! The results yielded
include article after article, only some
relevant to what you’re asking. It's hard to
determine whether they are accurate or
truthful to boot. We found a few that used
popular terms like 'all inclusive' about
properties that are not all inclusive and the
price points were not as advertised.

The pain points you run into searching by price...
Here's what we're missing when we try to search on price
You don’t actually have an understanding of what the type of vacation you’re looking for
should cost. Maybe you think $3000 is a lot or $23,000 is a lot. Without context, there are all
just numbers ;)
You see pop-ups telling you "Only three more seats at this price..." and you have no idea if
that's true! For the love of folks in marketing, we all can appreciate the scare tactic to
encourage you to click "buy". It may not be untrue, as there could only be 3 seats left in that
Y class fare, but don't let that pressure you into purchasing unless you're certain it's where
you want to go!
You read articles with the titles "Top Ten Romantic Vacations under $5000". Everything
sounds heavenly, until you start clicking on the websites, pricing your dates and realize it's no
where close to what the article mentions.
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WHAT TO DO INSTEAD

Be realistic, get context OR just work a travel advisor..
Before you go all in on trusting the all mighty internet to tell
you what's a good price point for your trip, here's what you
should consider:
Start your research focusing on things you want to do. Focus on finding places that have what
you're looking - is that fly fishing? laying on a beach with never-ending cocktails? Prosecco
producing vineyards in Italy? Once you know what you're looking for exactly, look at hotel pricing
and determine if that's within your budget or realize you have to adjust.
Research like this: Look at the hotels that repeatedly come up in your search, then check your
potential dates and see what the nightly rate is at so you have a sensible starting point and can
adjust from there.
Use our budgeting guide here - This will give you a starting point on what's realistic.
The mistake you’re really making is not trusting a professional. You’re missing out on the folks
who have dedicated their careers to helping you avoid the pitfalls of the Internet, add value to
your vacation time + money and ensure you’re feeling all the heart eyes over your trip!

Qualia, Hamilton Island, Australia
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Meg lives in Virginia Beach with
her Navy pilot husband and
four kids ages 4-11 whom she
homeschools during the day.

Founder of HCTC, she lives in
Gettysburg, PA with her
husband of 14+ years and their
three girls ages 7 - under 1.

Leah's a full time special
education teacher and part time
advisor for HCTC.

She joined Heather Christopher
Travel Consulting team
in 2019 after working for
another large travel agency
and has loved the opportunity
to work with a smaller, intimate
team and partner closer with
our travel partners.
She specializes in family a
nd multigenerational trips.

She’s spent the last fourteen
years planning seamless trips
for overwhelmed families and
couples and drinking copious
amounts of coffee!
The Hawiian Islands, will always
make her the happiest!

After starting her own quest to
visit all of our country's
National Parks (she's at 44!),
she started helping our team
with itineraries for families
looking to explore our beautiful
public lands.
She provides customized
recommendations for hikes,
scenic drives, and local
experiences in and around
our National Parks.

READY TO SAVE TIME?
We would love to help plan your next vacation!
Click here to go to our Plan Your Trip Form

